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Area-Efficient Architecture for Dual-Mode Double

Precision Floating Point Division
Manish Kumar Jaiswal and Hayden K.-H. So

Abstract—Floating point division is a core arithmetic widely
used in scientific and engineering applications. This paper pro-
posed an architecture for double precision floating point division.
This architecture is designed for dual-mode functionality, which
can either compute on a pair of double precision operands
or on two pairs of single precision operands in parallel. The
architecture is based on the series expansion multiplicative
methodology of mantissa computation. For this, a novel dual-
mode Radix-4 Modified Booth multiplier is designed, which
is used iteratively in the architecture of dual-mode mantissa
computation. Other key components of floating point division
flow (such as leading-one-detection, left/right dynamic shifters,
rounding, etc) are also re-designed for the dual-mode operation.
The proposed dual-mode architecture is synthesized using UMC
90nm technology ASIC implementation. Two versions of proposed
architecture are presented, one with single stage multiplier and
another with two stage multiplier. Compared to a standalone
double precision division architecture, the proposed dual-mode
architecture requires 17% to 19% extra hardware resources, with
3% to 5% period overhead. In comparison to prior art on this,
the proposed architecture out-performs them in terms of required
area, time-period and throughput.

Index Terms—Arithmetic, Floating Point Division, Dual-Mode
Division, ASIC, Multi-precision Arithmetic, Configurable Archi-
tecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Floating point arithmetic (FPA) architectures underwent sig-

nificant advancement by scientific research in the past several

decades. FPA is a basic ingredient of a large set of scientific

and engineering domain applications. To boost the application

performances, the FPA architectures developed from scalar to

vector architectures in various processing platforms. Arrays

of single precision and double precision computing units are

being used for floating point vector processing. The current

research work is aimed towards the idea of unified vector-

processing units. That is, instead of having separate vector

arrays of single precision and double precision, it can have an

array of configurable floating point arithmetic blocks. Where

each of these configurable blocks can process either a double

precision or two parallel single precision computations. This

configurable block array arrangement can lead to significant

area improvement, while providing the required performance.

Our research work is focused on the architecture design

of configurable floating point arithmetic blocks. This paper
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is focused on the design of configurable dual-mode double

precision division arithmetic unit. Floating point (FP) division

is a core computation required in a multitude of applications.

FP division is a complex arithmetic operation which requires

larger area with poor performance than the basic arithmetic

operations (adder, subtractor and multiplier). In view of large

area requirement of division arithmetic per unit of compu-

tation, this work is aimed for a multi-precision dual-mode

architecture for this computation. The proposed architecture

can be configured either for a double precision or two parallel

(dual) single precision division computations, and thus named

as DPdSP division architecture.

The proposed architecture is based on the series expansion

methodology of division algorithm [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Series

expansion method is a multiplicative division method, like

Newton-Raphson (NR) and Goldschmidt (GS) methods [2],

[6], which are faster than the digit-recurrence methods like

SRT. A detailed discussion on various methodology for FP

division can be sought from [7], [2]. The mantissa division

in multiplicative method is based on the usage of integer

multipliers, which adds to their performance compared to

traditional digit recurrence method (like SRT method). Fur-

ther, series expansion method provides a hardware efficient

architecture for a given precision requirement [5]. The series

expansion method helps in reducing the memory requirement,

and other related hardware resources compared to NR and GS

methods. Based on the currently proposed dual-mode division

architecture using series expansion methodology, other mul-

tiplicative division methods (NR and GS methods) can also

be designed for dual-mode architecture, however, they need to

be investigated for their feasibility in configurable dual-mode

architecture, which is a part of our future study.

A novel dual-mode Radix-4 Modified Booth multiplier is

designed for the purpose of mantissa division, which has

minimal area and performance overhead over single-mode

multiplier. It is based on the Radix-4 Modified Booth Algo-

rithm [8] which is redesigned here, to accommodate dual-mode

processing. Also, since the underlying integer multiplier in

mantissa division unit has the major cost in terms of required

area, an iterative architecture is proposed using a single 1-stage

integer multiplier, to achieve area efficiency. Furthermore, to

improve on the performance, an architecture with 2-stage

integer multiplier is also proposed, which further demonstrates

the use of multi-stage multiplier in the proposed dual-mode

architecture.

The proposed DPdSP division architectures are designed for

normal as well as sub-normal computational support, which

also include the exceptional case handling and processing.
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It is able to produce faithful rounded results with round-to-

nearest rounding, both in double and single precision. Faithful

rounding is suitable for a large set of application, however, the

correct rounding can be included using remainder method for

multiplicative division methodology [2], [9], which requires

processing of one more multiplication. All the major building

blocks (like mantissa division, leading-one-detection, dynamic

right/left shifting, rounding) are designed and optimized for

the efficient dual-mode processing. A single mode double

precision division architecture, based on similar computational

flow, is also designed for comparison purpose, to demonstrate

the relative benefits of dual-mode division architecture.

Several papers have proposed FP architectures on the idea

of configurable multi-precision floating point arithmetic pro-

cessing. The majority of prior works are focused towards the

adder architectures [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] and multiplier

architectures [15], [16], [17]. Isseven et al. [18] is the only

available work on dual-mode division arithmetic which pre-

sented an iterative dual-mode architecture for division, based

on the Radix-4 SRT (digit recurrence) division method, and is

aimed only for normal format of computation. The algorithmic

idea of current work is presented by Jaiswal et al. in [19], with

a single cycle fully unrolled design for the illustration purpose,

which requires large area with poor performance. The present

work is built upon the [19], with interesting and practical

approach for DPdSP division architecture, included with some

novel architectural improvements.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as

follows:

• Proposed dual-mode DPdSP division architectures with

normal and sub-normal computational support, along with

all the exceptional case handling. These architectures can

be dynamically configured either for a double precision

division or two parallel single precision divisions.

• A novel dual-mode Radix-4 Modified Booth multiplier

architecture is proposed, which becomes the base of the

proposed dual-mode mantissa division architecture.

• All the key components of the FP division flow is de-

signed for efficient dual-mode functionality with minimal

overhead.

• Proposed architectures are fully pipelined, and designed

in an iterative fashion for area-efficiency.

This manuscript is organized as follows. Section II briefly

discusses the algorithmic flow of the FP division arithmetic

and the underlying mantissa division methodology used in

this manuscript. Section III and Section IV describe the pro-

posed dual-mode DPdSP division architectures with different

pipelined stage multipliers. Section V discusses the single-

mode DP division design, which is designed for the compar-

ison purpose. The detail implementation results and related

comparisons with previous literature work are presented in the

Section VI. Finally, the manuscript is concluded in section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

The underlying computational flow for FP division arith-

metic is presented in Algorithm 1. This algorithm is suitable

for both normal and sub-normal processing. It also includes the

exceptional case handling and processing. FPA implementation

involves computing separately the sign, exponent and mantissa

part of the operands, and later combining them after rounding

and normalization [20].

Algorithm 1 F.P. Division Computational Flow [20]

1: (IN1 (Dividend), IN2 (Divisor)) Input Operands;
2: Data Extraction & Exceptional Check-up:

{S1(Sign1), E1(Exponent1), M1(Mantissa1)} ← IN1
{S2, E2, M2} ← IN2
Check for Infinity, Sub-Normal, Zero, Divide-By-Zero

3: Process both Mantissa for Sub-Normal:
Leading One Detection of both Mantissa (→ L_Shi f t1,L_Shi f t2)
Dynamic Left Shifting of both Mantissa

4: Sign, Exponent & Right-Shift-Amount Computation:
S← S1⊕S2
E← (E1−L_Shi f t1)− (E2−L_Shi f t2)+BIAS
R_Shi f t_Amount← (E2−L_Shi f t2)− (E1−L_Shi f t1)−BIAS

5: Mantissa Computation: M←M1/M2
6: Dynamic Right Shifting of Quotient Mantissa
7: Normalization & Rounding:

Determine Correct Rounding Position
Compute ULP using Guard, Round & Sticky Bit
Compute M←M+ULP
1-bit Right Shift Mantissa in Case of Mantissa Overflow
Update Exponent

8: Finalizing Output:
Determine STATUS signal & Resolve Exceptional Cases
Determine Final Output

In the present work, all stages of the above computational

flow are designed to support dual-mode operations.

A. Underlying Mantissa Division Method

The mantissa division is the most complex part of the FP

division arithmetic implementation. The algorithmic method-

ology for this computation is discussed here. It is based on

the series expansion method of division, as follows.

Let m1 be the normalized dividend mantissa and m2 be the

normalized divisor mantissa, then q, the mantissa quotient, can

be computed as:

q =
m1

m2
=

m1

a1 +a2
= m1× (a1 +a2)

−1 (1)

Here, the divisor mantissa m2 is partitioned into two parts

as a1 (with W +1-bit), and a2 (all remaining bits) as below.

m2→

a1
︷ ︸︸ ︷

1.xxxxxxxx
︸ ︷︷ ︸

W

a2
︷ ︸︸ ︷

xx . . . . . . . . . .xxxxxxx

By using Taylor Series expansion,

(a1 +a2)
−1 = a−1

1 −a−2
1 a2 +a−3

1 a2
2−a−4

1 a3
2 + · · · (2)

The above equation can be evaluated by using only multi-

pliers, adders and subtractors, provided that the value of a−1
1

is available. The pre-computed value of a−1
1 can be accessed

from a pre-stored look-up table to perform the entire compu-

tation; which is easily realizable in hardware implementation.

The pre-computed value of a−1
1 acts as an initial approximation

for m−1
2 , which further improved with remaining computation

in (2). Here, the size W (bit width) of a1 (here, the hidden

‘1’ bit place in a1 is not counted, as it remains as constant

value in the normalized format) determines the size of memory

(for look-up table to store a−1
1 ) and the number of terms from
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TABLE I: Look-up table address space and Required numbers

of terms (N), for a given W , needed for double precision

accuracy

W N Max Absolute Error Look-up Table
Address Space

6 9 a9
2max 5.551 E−17 26

8 7 a7
2max 1.387 E−17 28

10 6 a6
2max 8.673 E−19 210

12 5 a5
2max 8.673 E−19 212

the series expansion, to perform the computation for a given

precision.

The number of terms (N) (with a given W ) for a given

precision requirement (2−P) can be determined by following

inequality:

|EN |= |a
(N+1)
1 aN

2 (1−a−1
1 a2 +a−2

1 a2
2−a−3

1 a3
2− . . .)|

= |
a
(N+1)
1 aN

2

1+a−1
1 a2

| ≤ 2−P (3)

where, EN is error caused by all the ignored terms in (2). For

maximum error, numerator of (3) should be maximum with

the minimum value for numerator. So, for most pessimistic

estimation (for minimum denominator, let (1 + a−1
1 a2) ≈ 1,

and for maximum numerator let a−1
1 = 1),

|EN |= |a
N
2 | ≤ 2−P (4)

Thus, it can be seen that for a given precision requirement,

increase in W would reduce the required number of terms N

and vice-verse. Here, the value of W determines the size of

memory (to store the pre-computed a−1
1 ), and N determines

the amount of other hardware (multipliers, adders, subtractors).

For double precision requirement (P= 53), a variation on value

of W and required number of terms (N) is shown in Table- I.

For a good balance between W and N, bit width of W = 8 for

a1 is selected, which requires 7 terms (up to a−7
1 a6

2) for double

precision. Similarly, it needs 3 terms (up to a−3
1 a2

2) for single

precision requirement with W = 8. The respective quotient

equation for double and single precision are as follows:

For double precision:

q = m1× [a−1
1 −a−2

1 a2 +a−3
1 a2

2−·· ·+a−7
1 a6

2]

= m1a−1
1 −m1a−1

1 (a−1
1 a2−a−2

1 a2
2)(1+a−2

1 a2
2 +a−4

1 a4
2) (5)

For single precision:

q = m1× [a−1
1 −a−2

1 a2 +a−3
1 a2

2]

= m1a−1
1 −m1a−1

1 (a−1
1 a2−a−2

1 a2
2) (6)

Here, it can be easily seen that the (6) looks like a sub-set of

(5). Thus, both can share the same computational flow. Also,

(5) and (6) are framed in such way, so that, the (5) acts as a

super-set of both equations as follows:

q =

SP
︷ ︸︸ ︷

m1a−1
1 −m1a−1

1 (a−1
1 a2−a−2

1 a2
2)(1+a−2

1 a2
2 +a−4

1 a4
2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

DP

(7)

This interesting feature of (7) forms the basis of sharing

hardware resources to efficiently model the dual-mode archi-

tecture for mantissa division computation, which is capable of

processing either a DP mantissa or two SP mantissa divisions.

The size of look-up table to store a−1
1 is taken as 28× 53

(13.5 KB) for DP and 28×24 (6 KB) for SP, which provides

sufficient precision for remaining computations of DP and SP.

To compute all the terms of (7) for dual-mode functioning, a

dual-mode multiplier of size 54x54 with dual 24x24 support

is designed, which is used iteratively for entire computation

of (7). The full mantissa width multiplication is used (for DP

as well as dual SPs) for all the computation, which helps in

preserving the accuracy of all the terms [9], [2].

Thus, using series expansion method, the mantissa division

required following steps:

• Partition divisor mantissa (m2) in two parts, a1 and a2.

• Store the pre-computed value of a−1
1 in look-up table.

• Based on required precision, determine the number of

series expansion terms to process.

• Compute for mantissa quotient using the value of a−1
1 , a2

and m1 in finalized expression.

III. PROPOSED DPDSP DIVISION ARCHITECTURE

(WITH 1-STAGE MULTIPLIER)

The proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 1. It is composed

of three pipelined stages. The details of each stage architecture

is discussed below in following subsections one-by-one. Two

64-bit operands, one dividend (in1) and another divisor (in2)

are the primary inputs along with the mode-control signal

d p_sp (double precision or dual single precision). Both of the

input operands either contains DP operands (as entire 64-bit

pair) or two parallel SP operands (as two sets of 32-bit pair),

as shown in Fig. 2.

A. First-Stage Architecture

First stage comprised of steps 2 and 3 of Algorithm 1, which

includes the basic processing for data-extraction, exceptional

case handling, and sub-normal processing. It also includes

the part of mantissa division unit, the pre-fetching of initial

approximation of divisor mantissa inverse from look-up table.

The data extraction computation is shown in Fig 3.

These take the primary operands and extract the signs

(sp1_s1, sp1_s2, sp2_s1, sp2_s2, d p_s1 and d p_s2), expo-

nents (sp1_e1, sp1_e2, sp2_e1, sp2_e2, d p_e1 and d p_e2)

and mantissas (sp1_m1, sp1_m2, sp2_m1, sp2_m2, d p_m1

and d p_m2) components for double precision and both single

precision, based on their standard formats as shown in Fig 2.

The input/output encoding is based on the IEEE standard

binary format [20].

The sub-normal (_sn) handling and exceptional checks com-

putations are shown in Fig.4. As the 8 MSB of DP exponent

overlap with SP-2 exponent,

DP Exponent
︷ ︸︸ ︷

xxxxxxxx
︸ ︷︷ ︸

SP−2 Exponent

xxx

the checks for sub-normal, infinity and NaN (Not-A-Number)

have been shared among SP-2 and DP, as shown in Fig.4. It
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Final Output (64-bit)

{dp_m1,11’b0}

dp_sp

1 0

{sp2_m1,8’b0,sp1_m1,8’b0}

1 0

{dp_m2,11’b0}
{sp2_m2,8’b0,sp1_m2,8’b0}

M1M2

Dynamic Left Shift 64_Dual32 Dynamic Left Shift 64_Dual32

M2 M1

LOD 64_Dual32 LOD 64_Dual32

sp1_ls2dp_ls2sp2_ls2

Dual Mantissa 

Division Architecture

div_M-> (dp_M/{sp2_M,sp1_M})

Dynamic Right Shift 64_Dual32

sp1_ls1dp_ls1sp2_ls1

sp1_rsdp_rssp2_rs

Normalization & Exceptional Handling

1 0

dp_out {sp2_out,sp1_out}

in1 (Dividend)in2 (Divisor)

Data Extraction & SubNormal Handler

Sign, Exp, & R-Shift-Amount

dp: Double Precision     sp: Single Precision    _ls: Left-Shift    _rs:Right-Shift

Dual-Mode RoundingSign & Exp 

_s: Sign      _e : Exponent       _m: Mantissa       dp_sp:Mode (DP/Dual-SP)

m1m2

Fig. 1: DPdSP Division Architecture

32-bit

23-bit23-bit8-bit 8-bit

52-bit11-bit

64-bit  (in2)

DP-in2[63:32] / SP2-in2 DP-in2[31:0] / SP1-in2

DP-in1[31:0] / SP1-in1

32-bit

23-bit23-bit8-bit 8-bit

52-bit11-bit

DP-in1[63:32] / SP2-in1

64-bit  (in1)

Fig. 2: DPdSP Input Output Format

sp1_s1=in1[31]

sp1_s2=in2[31]

sp1_e1={in1[30:24],in1[23] | sp1_sn1}

sp1_e2={in2[30:24],in2[23] | sp1_sn2}

sp1_m1={~sp1_sn1,in1[22:0]}

sp1_m2={~sp1_sn2,in2[22:0]}

dp_s1=in1[63]

dp_s2=in2[63]

dp_e1={in1[62:53],in1[52] | dp_sn1}

dp_e2={in2[62:53],in2[52] | dp_sn2}

dp_m1={~dp_sn1,in1[51:0]}

dp_m2={~dp_sn2,in2[51:0]}

sp2_s1=in1[63]

sp2_s2=in2[63]

sp2_e1={in1[62:56],in1[55] | sp2_sn1}

sp2_e2={in2[62:56],in2[55] | sp2_sn2}

sp2_m1={~sp2_sn1,in1[54:32]}

sp2_m2={~sp2_sn2,in2[54:32]}

Fig. 3: DPdSP Division: Data Extraction

SubNormal Checks:
sp1_sn1=~|in1[30:23]

sp1_sn2=~|in2[30:23]

sp1_sn = sp1_sn1 & sp1_sn2

sp2_sn1=~|in1[62:55]

sp2_sn2=~|in2[62:55]

sp2_sn = sp1_sn1 & sp2_sn2

dp_sn1=~|in1[56:52] & sp2_sn1

dp_sn2=~|in2[56:52] & sp2_sn2

dp_sn = dp_sn1 & dp_sn2

Exceptional Checks:

ZERO: sp1_z=~|in1[30:0],     sp2_z=~in1[62:32],      dp_z=(sp1_z & sp2_z & ~in1[31])

DIV-BY-ZERO: sp1_dbz=~|in2[30:0],     sp2_dbz=~in2[62:32],      dp_dbz=(sp1_dbz & sp2_dbz & ~in2[31])

INFINITY: 

sp1_inf1=&in1[30:23],     sp2_inf1=&in1[62:55],     dp_inf1=(&in1[56:52] & sp2_inf1)

sp2_inf2=&in2[30:23],     sp2_inf2=&in2[62:55],     dp_inf2=(&in2[56:52] & sp2_inf2)

NaN: 

sp1_NaN1=&in1[30:22],     sp2_NaN1=&in1[62:54],     dp_NaN1=(&in1[55:51] & sp2_NaN1)

sp2_NaN2=&in2[30:22],     sp2_NaN2=&in2[62:54],     dp_NaN2=(&in2[55:51] & sp2_NaN2)

Fig. 4: DPdSP Division: Sub-Normal and Exceptional Han-

dling

also performs checks for divide-by-zero (_dbz) and zero

(_z), and have been shared among DP and both SPs.

After data extraction and exceptional checks, a unified set

in[3:2] in[1:0]

LOD_2:1

1 0

out_hvld_h

{1’b1,out_l}{1’b0,out_h}

LOD_2:1
out_lvld_l

out[1:0]vld

LOD_4:2

in[7:4] in[3:0]

LOD_4:2
out_hvld_h

LOD_4:2
out_lvld_l

out[2:0]vld

LOD_8:3

in[15:8] in[7:0]

LOD_8:3
out_hvld_h

LOD_8:3
out_lvld_l

out[3:0]vld

LOD_16:4

in[0]in[1]

outvld

LOD_2:1

in[31:16] in[15:0]

LOD_16:4

1 0

out_hvld_h

{1’b1,out_l}{1’b0,out_h}

LOD_16:4
out_lvld_l

out[4:0]vld

LOD_32:5

in[63:32] in[31:0]

LOD_32:5

1 0

out_hvld_h

{1’b1,out_l}{1’b0,out_h}

LOD_32:5
out_lvld_l

dp_L_shift[5:0]

LOD_64:6

sp1_L_shift[4:0]sp2_L_shift[4:0]

Fig. 5: DPdSP Division: Dual-Mode LOD

of mantissa (M1 and M2) is generated using two MUXes

(as shown in Fig. 1). Based on the mode of operation, these

contain the mantissa either for DP or for both SPs. This

unification of mantissas helps in designing a tuned data-

path processing for later stage computation, which results in

efficient resource sharing.

The next two units, the leading-one-detector (LOD) and

dynamic left shifter, in this stage perform sub-normal pro-

cessing. They bring the sub-normal mantissa (if any) into the

normalized format. First it computes the amount of left-shift

using dual-mode LOD and then shifts the mantissa with the

dual-mode dynamic left shifter. The corresponding left shifting

amount is further adjusted in the exponent. The architecture

for dual-mode LOD is shown in Fig 5. The dual-mode LOD

is designed in a hierarchical fashion, using a basic building

block of 2:1 LOD which consists of a AND, a OR, and a

NOT gates. The final 64:6 LOD unit consists of two 32:5 LOD

units, which work individually for SPs (on each 32-bit parts

of input mantissa), and their output combination provides the

left-shifting amount for DP mantissa. The entire resources in

dual mode LOD unit is shared among DP and SPs processing,

and it costs no overhead compared to only DP LOD.

The unified mantissas (M1 and M2) are then fed in to the

dual-mode dynamic left shifter along with the corresponding

left-shifting-amount from LOD units (as shown in Fig. 1). In

case of DP mode processing, the SPs left-shift amounts are set

to zero, otherwise, the DP left shift amounts are set to zero.

The architecture for dual mode dynamic left shifter is shown

in Fig. 6. It is a 6-stage barrel shifter unit, in which first stage

is a single mode unit, and the 5 remaining stages are dual-

mode units. The first stage unit is a simple left-shift barrel

shifter which performs shifting only in double precision mode,

based on the MSB of DP shift bits. The dual mode stage is

presented in generic form in Fig. 6, and it can be extended for

any size dual mode design. It works either for DP or for dual

SP dynamic left shifting. A dual mode stage contains two
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M

01

M << 32 dp[5]

[63:0]

L_SHIFT<-- dp[5:0], sp2[4:0], sp1[4:0]

Shifted Output

Stage-1 =  f(dp[4], sp2[4], sp1[4])

Stage-2 =  f(dp[3], sp2[3], sp1[3])

Stage-3 =  f(dp[2], sp2[2], sp1[2])

Stage-4 =  f(dp[1], sp2[1], sp1[1])

Stage-5 =  f(dp[0], sp2[0], sp1[0])

[31:0]

0101

[63:32]

[31:0]

0 1
[31:0][63:32]

[63:32]

dp[x] | sp1[x]dp[x] | sp2[x]

dp_sp & dp[x]

Parameterized

Dual-Mode Stage Unit

[31:32-y][63:32+y]

<< y<< y

[63:0]
Parameter

y = 2**x(dp[x], sp2[x], sp1[x])

[63:0]

Fig. 6: DPdSP Division: Dual-Mode Dynamic Left Shifter

Normalized Mantissa’s Inputs:

m1 ->  dp_m1[52:0]  /  {sp2_m1[23:0]  sp1_m1[23:0]}

m2 ->  dp_m2[52:0]  /  {sp2_m2[23:0]  sp1_m2[23:0]}

DP_SP2  LUT

256x53

SP1  LUT

256x24

sp2_m2[22:15]dp_m2[51:44]

dp_sp 01 sp1_m2[22:15]

sp1_m2_a1^{-1}dp_sp2_m2_a1^{-1}

dp_sp 01

a1^{-1}
First Stage

Second Stage

Modified Booth Multiplier

54x54_dual24x24

in1_t1 in1_t2 in2

REGISTERS

mult_dp mult_sp1mult_sp2

STATE

Fig. 7: DPdSP Dual Mode Mantissa Division Architecture

multiplexers for each 32-bit blocks, which shift their inputs

based on the corresponding shifting bits (either of DP or both

SPs). The shifting amount for a given dual-mode stage is given

by y = 2x, where, ‘x’ is the shifting-bit position for that stage.

The dual-mode stage also contains a multiplexer which selects

between 32-bit MSB shifting output or their combination with

primary 64-bit input to the stage, based on the true d p_sp

and corresponding shifting bit of DP left shift. Except this

multiplexer, the dual-mode stages behaves like two separate

32-bit barrel shifter, which are constructed to support dual

mode left shifting operation.

After left shifting, mantissas appears into normalized form

m1 and m2, as shown in Fig. 1. In the next unit in this stage

of division architecture, the 8-bit (after decimal point position)

MSB part (a1) of normalized divisor mantissas (m2) are used to

Sign:

sp1_e = 7’h7F + (sp1_e1 - sp1_ls1) - (sp1_e2 - sp1_ls2)

sp2_e = 7’h7F + (sp2_e1 - sp2_ls1) - (sp2_e2 - sp2_ls2)

dp_e = 10’h3FF + (dp_e1 - dp_ls1) - (dp_e2 - dp_ls2)

sp1_rs = (sp1_e2 - sp1_ls2) - 7’h7F - (sp1_e1 - sp1_ls1)

sp2_rs = (sp2_e2 - sp2_ls2) - 7’h7F - (sp2_e1 - sp2_ls1)

dp_rs = (dp_e2 - dp_ls2) - 10’h3FF - (dp_e1 - dp_ls1)

sp1_s = sp1_s1 ^ sp1_s2

dp_s = sp2_s = sp2_s1 ^ sp2_s2

Exponent: 

Right-Shift-Amount:

Fig. 8: DPdSP Division: Sign, Exponent and Right Shift

Amount

fetch the pre-computed initial approximation of their inverse,

as discussed in the Section II. It is shown in the first-stage part

of Fig. 7. Two look-up tables are used here. One is shared for

DP and SP-2 initial approximation with size of 28×53 (13.5

KB), which acts as 28×53 for DP and 28×24 for SP-2. Other

look-up table with size of 28×24 (6 KB) works for SP-1 only.

Thus, it requires a total of (28× (53+24)) 19.7 KB memory

to store initial approximations of a−1
1 .

B. Second-Stage Architecture

The second stage architecture performs core operation of

division architecture. It computes on the core sign, exponent

and mantissa processing of FP division arithmetic and the

computation related to right shift amount, which all correspond

to the steps 4 and 5 of Algorithm 1.

The computations related to the sign, exponent and right

shift amount processing are shown in Fig. 8. The sign compu-

tation is a simple XOR operation among both input operands

sign bits. The related exponent computation is the difference of

dividend (in1) exponent and divisor (in2) exponent, with proper

BIASing and the adjustment of mantissa left shift amount

(LSA):

BIAS+(Exp_in1−LSA_in1)− (Exp_in2−LSA_in2)

In case above computation returns a negative value (i.e.

when the effective divisor exponent (Exp_in2 − LSA_in2)

is larger than the effective dividend exponent (Exp_in1 −
LSA_in1) while including BIASing), the resultant mantissa

division result requires to be shifted right by right-shift-amount

(RSA). This will results into a subnormal output.

RSA = (Exp_in2−LSA_in2)− (Exp_in1−LSA_in1)−BIAS

All these computations are done separately for DP and both

SPs.

The mantissa computation is the most complex part of the

floating point division arithmetic. Here, it’s related architecture

includes the unified and dual-mode implementation of (7). As

shown in Fig. 7, the initial inverse approximation of divisor

mantissa is fetched in first stage of architecture. The remaining

computation is built around a dual-mode booth multiplier, in

an iterative fashion. A dual-mode finite state machine (FSM)

is designed which decides the effective inputs for multiplier

in each state and which will be discussed shortly after the

description of dual mode multiplier architecture.
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DADDA-Tree

8-levels

Kogge-Stone adder

PP1<-F(in1_t1[53:0])

14 Partial-Products

PP2<-F(in1_t2[53:0])
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dp_mult

sp2_mult[47:0]
[107:60]

[107:0]
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1 0
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in2[53:0]

dp_sp

Multiplier (in2)

1 0

dp_in1 {sp2_in1,30’b0}

in1_t2[53:0]
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dp_in1 {30’b0,sp1_in1}

in1_t1[53:0]

dp_sp

Multiplicand (in1)

in2[53:0]in1_t2[53:0]in1_t1[53:0]

Fig. 9: Dual-Mode Modified Booth Multiplier Architecture

1) Dual-Mode Radix-4 Modified Booth Multiplier Archi-

tecture: The architecture for the dual-mode Booth multiplier

is shown in Fig. 9. The architecture is based on the Radix-

4 Modified Booth Encoding, which reduces the number of

partial products at most to ( n
2
+ 1) [8]. Here, it is a 54-bit

integer multiplier (for DP processing), which is also designed

to process two parallel sets of 24-bit unsigned operands (for

two SPs processing) multiplication. In fact it can process two

parallel sets of 26-bit unsigned operand multiplication, using

entire 14 partial products of PP1 for first set and entire PP2 for

second set operand, without corrupting each other. However,

here it is presented for current requirement only.

The presented dual-mode Booth architecture has three input

operands (two multiplicands and a multiplier). A set of two

inputs (in1_t1 and in1_t2) forms the multiplicand operands.

Here, in1_t1 consists of either ‘DP multiplicand operand’

or ‘SP-1 multiplicand operand at the LSB side’ and, in1_t2
consists of either ‘DP multiplicand’ or ‘SP-2 multiplicand

operand at the MSB side’. While, the multiplier input (in2)

contains multiplier operands either for DP, or for both SPs

with 6-bit zeros in between (see top portion of Fig. 9).

Correspondingly, two-sets of partial products (PP1 and PP2)

are generated. Partial products PP1 are the result of in1_t1 and

in2, and PP2 is derived from in1_t2 and in2. In DP mode of

operation all the partial products of PP1 and PP2 collectively

produce the multiplication result. Whereas, in dual-SP mode,

first 13 partial products of PP1 (i.e. PP1-SP1, with all MSBs

beyond 25th-bit are zero) results for SP-1 and, the last 13

partial products of PP2 (i.e. PP2-SP2, with all the LSBs till

30th-bit are zeros) results for SP-2, while the 14th and 15th

partial products will be null, containing all zeros. Here, the

inputs in1_t1, in1_t2 and in2 are built so that, in dual-SP mode

processing the single precision partial products (PP1-SP1 and

PP2-SP2) and their reduction do not overlap (Fig. 9), and

produce two distinct results for SP-1 and SP-2 multiplication,

respectively.

Therefore, the sum of all partial products will generate

product for DP operands in DP-mode or for both SPs in dual-

SP mode. A DADDA-tree of 8 levels is designed to compress

all the partial products into two operands, which are further

added using a parallel-prefix Kogge-Stone final adder. The

final product contains either DP or dual-SP results as shown in

Fig. 9. Thus, the few key modification in the Modified Booth

multiplication flow leads to a novel dual-mode functioning.

The structure of the partial product generation in presented

dual-mode Modified Booth multiplier, in terms of hardware

requirements, is similar to the contemporary Modified Booth

multiplier. However, how the same structure is tweaked (by

inclusion of input operands multiplexing, and partial product

assignments accordingly) for dual-mode processing, is the

novelty of proposal. Compared to the contemporary Modified

Booth multiplier, the proposed dual-mode Modified Booth

multiplier requires only three 2:1 MUXs as an area overhead,

which are needed for the input operands multiplexing.

2) Dual-Mode Iterative Mantissa Division Architecture:

The mantissa division is designed in an iterative fashion to

have an area efficient architecture. The architecture is based

on the unified implementation of (7), which can process

either a DP mantissa division or two parallel SPs mantissa

divisions, with help of above discussed dual-mode modified

Booth multiplier. Equation (7) is listed below for an easy

reference.

Double Precision
︷ ︸︸ ︷

m1a−1
1 −m1a−1

1 {(a
−1
1 a2−a−2

1 a2
2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Single Precision

×(1+a−2
1 a2

2 +a−4
1 a4

2)}

Here, m1 is the normalized dividend mantissa; and m2 is

the normalized divisor mantissa, where m2 is partitioned into

a1 (first 8-bit right to the decimal point) and a2 (all remaining

bits right to the a1).

m2→

a1
︷ ︸︸ ︷

1.xxxxxxxx
︸ ︷︷ ︸

8−bit

a2
︷ ︸︸ ︷

xxxxxxx . . . . . . . . . .xxxxxxx
︸ ︷︷ ︸

DP:44−bit, SP:15−bit

Both, m1 and m2, are appearing in the normalized for-

mat from first-stage processing, and they contain either DP

mantissas (d p_m1[52 : 0] and d p_m2[52 : 0]) or both SPs

mantissas (sp1_m1[23 : 0], sp1_m2[23 : 0], sp2_m1[23 : 0] and

sp2_m2[23 : 0]), as shown in Fig. 7.

Here, for the ease of understanding the later description,

various combinations of terms in above unified equation are

listed as follows:
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A = m1a−1
1 , B = a−1

1 a2, C = a−2
1 a2

2, D = a−4
1 a4

2

E = a−1
1 a2−a−2

1 a2
2, F = 1+a−2

1 a2
2 +a−4

1 a4
2, G = EF

HDP = AG, HSP = AE, I = A−H (8)

Thus, from above set of abbreviations, for SPs computation,

it only requires to skip the computation of D, F , G and HDP

from DP flow. The implementation is achieved by designing

a FSM, which consists of 9 states (S0 to S8). In each state of

FSM, inputs (in1_t1, in1_t2 and in2) for dual-mode modified

booth multiplier are determined, and its output is assigned to

the designated terms. It is shown below in (9).

S0 : in1_t1 = d p_sp ? {1′b0,d p_m1} : {30′b0,sp1_m1}

in1_t2 = d p_sp ? {1′b0,d p_m1} : {sp2_m1,30′b0}

in2 = d p_sp ? {1′b0,d p_m2_a−1
1 }

: {sp2_m2_a−1
1 [52 : 29],6′b0,sp1_m2_a−1

1 }

S1 : in1_t1 = d p_sp ? {10′b0,d p_m2_a2} : {30′b0,9′b0,sp1_m2_a2}

in1_t2 = d p_sp ? {10′b0,d p_m2_a2} : {9′b0,sp2_m2_a2,30′b0}

in2 = d p_sp ? {1′b0,d p_m2_a−1
1 }

: {sp2_m2_a−1
1 [52 : 29],6′b0,sp1_m2_a−1

1 }

A[63 : 0] = d p_sp ? d p_mult[105 : 42]

: {sp2_mult[47 : 16],sp1_mult[47 : 16]}

S2 : in1_t1 = d p_sp ? d p_mult[96 : 43] : {30′b0,sp1_mult[38 : 15]}

in1_t2 = d p_sp ? d p_mult[96 : 43] : {sp2_mult[38 : 15],30′b0}

in2 = d p_sp ? d p_mult[96 : 43]

: {sp2_mult[38 : 15],6′b0,sp1_mult[38 : 15]}

B[63 : 0] = d p_sp ? d p_mult[96 : 43]

: {sp2_mult[38 : 12],sp1_mult[38 : 12]}

S3 : in1_t1 = in1_t2 = in2 = d p_mult[107 : 54], CDP = d p_mult

C = d p_sp ? {8′b0,d p_mult[107 : 62]}

: {8′b0,sp2_mult[47 : 29],8′b0,sp1_mult[47 : 29]}

E = B−C

S4 : in1_t1 = in1_t2 = in2 = 0, DDP = d p_mult[107 : 87]

FDP[53 : 0] = {1′b1,16′b0,CDP[107 : 71]}+{33′b0,DDP}

S5 : in1_t1 = in1_t2 = E in2 = FDP

S6 : in2 = A, G = d p_mult[107 : 54]

in1_t1 = d p_sp ? G : {30′b0,E[26 : 3]}

in1_t2 = d p_sp ? G : {E[26 : 3],30′b0}

S7 : in1_t1 = in1_t2 = in2 = 0, AG = {7′b0,d p_mult[107 : 51]}

AE = {8′b0,sp2_mult[47 : 24],8′b0,sp1_mult[47 : 24]}

H = d p_sp ? AG : AE

S8 : I = A−H, in1_t1 = in1_t2 = in2 = 0 (9)

The finite state machine (FSM) is shown in Fig. 10. For

DP processing it goes through all the states, whereas for dual-

SP it skips states S4 and S5 which performs only DP related

computations. The selection of bits for a term is based on the

position of decimal point and processing-mode. Generally, for

DP mode, the multiplications are done in 54-bit (sufficient

for it’s precision requirement) and add/sub are performed

in 64-bit (to preserve precision), whereas, for dual-SPs, the

S1

S2

S3

S4S5

S6

S7

dp_sp = 0

S0

done=0

S8

done=1

A

B

C

D, E

F

G

A.G, A.E

H

I

E

Fig. 10: DPdSP Dual-Mode Iterative Mantissa Division FSM

multiplications are done in 24-bit and add/sub are performed

in 32-bit.

In state S0 of FSM, the dividend mantissas are applied to

in1_t1 and in1_t2 and, a−1
1 is applied at in2, either for DP or

both SPs. This produces A = m1a−1
1 in the next state. In state

S1, a2 is applied at in1_t1 and in1_t2, either for DP or both

SPs, and in2 remains with a−1
1 . This produces B= a−1

1 a2 in the

next state. The state S2 applies previous multiplication output

(B= a−1
1 a2) to all the multiplier inputs in desired format, based

on the mode of operation, which produces C = a−2
1 a2

2 in the

next state. Further, the CDP, the DP form of C, is applied to

all inputs, in the state S3, as the corresponding output is meant

only for DP processing, which produces DDP = a−4
1 a4

2 in the

next state. State S3 also processes the term E = B−C. All

inputs of multiplier are set to zero in state S4, and this state

processes the term FDP. The state S5 applies E, in DP format,

at in1_t1 and in1_t2 and, FDP at in2, and this produces G in

the next state. The next state S6 applies either G or “E in SP

format only” at the multiplicand inputs in1_t1 and in1_t2 and,

A at the multiplier input in2, which produces AG or AE in

the next state. In state S7, based on the mode of operation,

the term H will be either of AG or AE. And finally, the last

term I = A−H is computed in state S8, with the asserted done

signal. The term I contains the mantissa quotient either for DP

(as a whole) or for two SPs (in each 32-bit portion).

The mantissa division FSM requires 9 cycles for DP-mode

processing and 7-cycles for dual-SPs processing. Compared

to the only DP mantissa division FSM (as discussed in

Section V), the DPdSP mantissa division FSM requires 14

54-bit 2:1 MUXs as an overhead.

C. Third-Stage Architecture

The third stage of the FP division architecture corresponds

to the computations of steps 6,7 and 8 of the Algorithm 1.

In this stage, for the case of exponent underflow (if dividend

exponent is smaller than the divisor exponent), mantissa di-

vision quotient is first process for the dynamic right shifting.

This is followed by the dual-mode rounding of the quotient

mantissa, and then it undergoes normalization and exceptional

case processing.
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M

01

dp[5]

[63:0]

R_SHIFT<-- dp[5:0], sp2[4:0], sp1[4:0]

Shifted Output

M >> 32

Stage-1 =  f(dp[4], sp2[4], sp1[4])

Stage-2 =  f(dp[3], sp2[3], sp1[3])

Stage-3 =  f(dp[2], sp2[2], sp1[2])

Stage-4 =  f(dp[1], sp2[1], sp1[1])

Stage-5 =  f(dp[0], sp2[0], sp1[0])

[31:0]

0101

[63:32]

[31:0]

01
[31:0][63:32]

[63:32]

dp[x] | sp1[x]

dp_sp & dp[x]

dp[x] | sp2[x]

[31-y:0][31+y:32]

>> y>> y

Parameterized

Dual-Mode Stage Unit
[63:0] (dp[x], sp2[x], sp1[x])

Parameter

y=2**x

[63:0]

Fig. 11: DPdSP Dual-Mode Dynamic Right Shifter

1) Dual-Mode Dynamic Right Shifting: The architecture for

dual-mode dynamic right shifter is shown in Fig. 11. The right-

shift-amount (Fig. 8) and mantissa quotient acts as primary

inputs to the dual-mode dynamic right shifter. Similar to the

dual-mode dynamic left shifter architecture, this unit has 6-

stages, the first-stage is single-mode for DP processing only,

and 5 remaining stages are dual-mode in nature. The generic

architecture for dual-mode stage is shown in Fig. 11. The top

two MUXs work for each SP mantissa quotient dynamic right

shifting, which are combined by the third MUX to produce

the DP mantissa dynamic right shifting.

2) Dual-Mode Rounding: The proposed dual mode

architecture is designed with faithful rounding, using

round-to-nearest method. It is comprised of two steps,

first the unit-at-last-place (ULP) computation and then ULP

addition with quotient mantissa. ULP computation is based

on the rounding position bit, Guard-bit, Round-bit and Sticky-

bit. The rounding position is determined by the MSB of

the quotient mantissa. Guard and Round bits are next to the

rounding position bit at LSB side, while all the remaining LSB

bits of mantissa quotient produce the Sticky-bit.

The ULP-computation is done separately for DP and both

SPs quotients, and each of them requires few logic-gates for

this purpose, as shown in Fig. 12. Whereas, the ULP-addition

with quotient mantissa is shared among DP and both SPs. As,

mantissa quotient contains either DP or dual-SPs quotients, its

ULP-addition is shared as shown in Fig. 12. It is done using

two 32-bit incrementer, which individually acts like a SP ULP-

adder, however, their combination (by propagating carry) also

performs for DP ULP-addition. Thus, the dual-mode rounding

requires few logic-gates (for SPs ULP-computation) and two

1-bit 2:1 MUXs (for ULP-addition) as an overhead over single-

mode DP rounding.

The correct rounding in multiplicative based division meth-

ods requires the computation of remainder to produce the

M_L[31:0]M_H[32:0]

Cin 0

11

0 Cin

ULP-Addition: M[63:32] M[31:0]

dp_sp dp_sp
Incrementer 32-bit

sp2_ULP

M_L[32]

sp1_ULP

dp_ULP

Incrementer 32-bit

ULP = (G & (R | S) ) | (L & G & ~(R | S))

L: Rounding Position Bit

G: Guard Bit

R: Round Bit

S: Sticky Bit

R

S

G

G

L

ULP

ULP-Computation:

ULP-Computations

(Separately for DP and both SPs)

Dual-Mode ULP-Addition

Mantissa Quotient from FSM

Rounded Quotient

Rounding Flow:

Fig. 12: DPdSP Dual-Mode Rounding

Sticky-bit [2], [9]. The remainder computation requires one

more multiplication and a subtraction, which would need

two more states in the FSM with 1-stage multiplier, and

3 more states in FSM with 2-stage multiplier. These can

be included based on the requirement. Also, similar to the

round-to-nearest rounding method, other methods can

also be included based on the requirement. As, the ULP

computation can not be shared among DP and SPs and it

requires small logical computation, it is only presented for

round-to-nearest method, which is most widely used.

3) Final Processing: The rounded mantissa quotient is fur-

ther normalized separately for DP and both SPs, in-case of any

mantissa overflow due to rounding ULP-addition. It requires

1-bit right shift for overflow. And correspondingly, due to

the ULP-addition overflow, the exponents are incremented by

one accordingly for DP and both SPs, separately. Further to

this, each exponent and mantissa is updated for exceptional

cases infinity, divide-by-zero, NaN, along with with overflow

handling (as shown in Algorithm 2), and the output underflow

cases produce the computed subnormal outputs, which all

needs separate units for DP and both SPs.

Algorithm 2 Exceptional Case Processing at Output

1: (IN1 (Dividend), IN2 (Divisor));
2: if IN1 = NaN or IN2 = NaN or IN1=IN2=INFINITY or IN1=IN2=ZERO

then
3: IN1/IN2 ← NaN
4: else if (IN2 = INFINITY & IN1 != INFINITY/NaN) or IN1 = ZERO

then
5: IN1/IN2 ← ZERO
6: else if (IN1 = INFINITY & IN2 != INFINITY/NaN) or (IN2 = ZERO →

DIV-BY-ZERO) or (Output OVERFLOW) then
7: IN1/IN2 ← INFINITY
8: else if For Normal or Underflow Case then
9: IN1/IN2 ← Computed Results

Finally, the computed signs, exponents and mantissas for

double precision and both single precision are multiplexed

using a 64-bit 2:1 MUX to produce the final 64-bit output

floating point quotient result, which either contains the DP

quotient or two SPs quotients .

A brief summary of extra resource overhead of proposed

DPdSP division architecture over only DP division (DP divi-

sion is presented in Section V) is shown in Table-II.
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TABLE II: Resource Overhead in DPdSP over DP only

Division

DPdSP Sub-Components Extra resource over DP only

SubNormal & Exceptional

case handler

For one SP computations

LOD for SubNormal Pro-

cessing

Two 64-bit 2:1 MUXs to generate unified mantissa,

but no overhead in LOD component

Dynamic Left/Right Shifter Minor overhead

Sign, Exponent and Right-

Shift-Amount

Overhead of both SPs computations

Mantissa Division One 256x24 Look-up table for SP-1, and 14 64-bit

2:1 MUXs in FSM

Rounding ULP-computation of both SP’s

Normalization & Final Pro-

cessing

Processing of both SP’s & one 64-bit 2:1 MUX

IV. PROPOSED DPDSP DIVISION ARCHITECTURE

(WITH 2-STAGE MULTIPLIER)

This architecture is aimed to improve the speed of the

previous architecture along with to demonstrate the trade-offs

among various design metrics between two architecture. This

also shows, how to use multiple stage multiplier for the current

purpose.

This architecture uses a two-stage dual-mode multiplier for

mantissa division computation, and to manage the critical path,

all stages of previous architecture are partitioned into two

pipelined stages as discussed below.

The first stage of previous architecture is split into two-

stages by inserting a pipeline register in the dual-mode dy-

namic left shifter unit (after it’s fourth stage). In the second

stage of previous architecture, the sign, exponent and right-

shift-amount related processing are still compressed in a single

stage due to smaller delay of these computations, whereas,

in the mantissa division part, the dual-mode Modified Booth

multiplier is pipelined in 2 stages. A pipeline register is

inserted after the 6th level of DADDA-tree in the multiplier

architecture. Further, a pipelined register is inserted after the

dual-mode rounding processing in the third stage of previous

architecture. After insertion of these pipeline registers, it

becomes a 6-stage architecture. All processing in the 6-stage

architecture remains the same, except the mantissa division

FSM processing.

The mantissa division FSM is redesigned for this case and

is shown in Fig. 13. Instead of a regular FSM presentation,

here it is presented over the previous FSM (Fig. 10), to show

a clear difference among both and for better understanding. It

consists of 14-states. For DP processing it goes through all the

states, and for dual-SP processing it skips 4 states. Compare

to the previous FSM (with 1-stage multiplier), a NOP state

is inserted, whenever, the output of the multiplier becomes

an input in next state computation, like the insertion of states

S2_T, S3_T,S5_T and S6_T with all inputs of the multiplier

asserted to zero in these states. Whereas, when input in next

state does not depends on the multiplier output, the continuous

inputs are provided in a pipelined fashion, like the insertion of

state S1_T . Except the transfer of 1) the assignment of term A

from state S1 (in previous FSM) to state S1_T (in new FSM)

and 2) transfer of the multiplier input assignments from state

S2 (in previous FSM) to S1_T (in new FSM), the processing

in the states S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7 and S8 are the

S1

S2

S3

S4S5

S6

S7

dp_sp = 0

S0

done=0

S8

done=1

A

B

C

D
F

G

A.G, A.E

H

I

S1_T

S2_T

NOP

S3_T

NOP

S5_T

NOP

S6_T

NOP

E

E

Fig. 13: DPdSP Dual-Mode Iterative Mantissa FSM with 2-

Stage Multiplier

same as discussed in (9).

V. DP DIVISION IMPLEMENTATION

Based on a similar computational flow, architectures for

only double precision division is also implemented for the

purpose of comparison. Both architectures, with 1-stage mul-

tiplier and 2-stage multiplier are constructed respectively.

In this, all the computations are done only for the double

precision related processing and can be easily sought from

the above descriptions of DPdSP architectures. All the sub-

components (data extraction unit, sub-normal and exceptional

checks unit, LOD, Dynamic Left/Right shifter, look-up table

for a−1
1 , mantissa division unit, normalization, rounding and

final updates units) are implemented in their single-mode

format. A 53-bit single mode Modified Booth multiplier is

used in it’s mantissa division unit. The processing in it’s

mantissa division FSM (with 1-stage multiplier) is shown in

(10), and the state transition would be similar to the DP flow

of Fig. 10. Likewise, it is implemented for FSM with 2-stage

multiplier. Here also, there are 9-states in FSM of division

with 1-stage multiplier architecture, and 14-states with 2-stage

multiplier architecture, both without any SP processing. All the

pipeline registers in double precision architectures are placed

at the similar levels as that in DPdSP division architectures.

S0 : in1 = d p_m1, in2 = d p_m2_a−1
1

S1 : in1 = {9
′b0,d p_m2_a2}, in2 = d p_m2_a−1

1

A[63 : 0] = d p_mult[105 : 42]

S2 : in1 = d p_mult[96 : 44], in2 = d p_mult[96 : 44]

B[63 : 0] = d p_mult[96 : 43]

S3 : in1 = in2 = d p_mult[105 : 52], C = d p_mult, E = B−C

S4 : in1 = in2 = 0, D = d p_mult[105 : 86]

F [52 : 0] = {1′b1,16′b0,C[105 : 70]}+{33′b0,D}

S5 : in1 = E, in2 = F

S6 : in1 = G = d p_mult[105 : 52], in2 = A

S7 : H = AG = {7′b0,d p_mult[105 : 49]}, in1 = in2 = 0

S8 : I = A−H, in1 = in2 = 0 (10)
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TABLE III: ASIC Implementation Details @ UMC 90nm

With 1-Stage Multiplier With 2-Stage Multiplier

DP DPdSP DP DPdSP

Latency (cycle) 11 11/9# 18 18/14#

Throughput (cycle) 10 10/8# 15 15/11#

Area (µm2) 167300 199249 175802 206701

Gate Count1 55767 66416 58601 68900

Period (ns) 1.66 1.72 0.93 0.98

Period (FO4)2 36.89 38.22 20.67 21.78

Power (mW) 30.67 30.9 61.87 64.21

1 Based on minimum size inverter #Cycle Counts for DP/dSP.
2 Fan-Out-of-4 Delay
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Fig. 14: Area-Period Variation of DPdSP Division Architecture

with 2-Stage Multiplier @ UMC 90nm

VI. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

The proposed dual-mode DPdSP iterative division architec-

tures, along with single mode (only) double precision archi-

tectures, are synthesized with UMC 90nm standard cell ASIC

library, using Synopsys Design Compiler. The implementation

details are shown in Table-III. The designs are synthesized

with best achievable timing constraints, with constraint of

max-area set to zero and global operating voltage of 1V. A

variation of area with respect to the time period constraint,

for DPdSP division architecture with 2-stage multiplier, is also

shown in Fig 14. The first point of Fig 14 corresponds to the

best-timing result, which is presented in Table-III and is used

for comparison purpose. The total latency of the architectures

consists of pre-FSM cycles, FSM cycles and post-FSM cycles.

Also, as the proposed architectures are iterative in nature,

every next input can be applied soon after FSM finishes

the current processing. Thus, the DPdSP division architecture

with 1-stage multiplier will have a latency of 11 cycles and

throughput of 10 cycles for DP computation, a latency of 9

cycles and throughput of 8 cycles for dual-SP computations.

Similarly, in case with 2-stage multiplier, for DP mode latency

and throughput are 18 cycles and 14 cycles, respectively,

and for dual-SP mode, these are 15 cycles and 11 cycles,

respectively.

The DPdSP division architecture with 1-stage multiplier

requires ≈ 19% more hardware resources and ≈ 3.6% more

period than only DP division architecture, whereas with 2-

stage multiplier it needs ≈ 17.5% more resources and ≈ 5.3%

more period than only DP architecture. The Area/Period

overhead is calculated as (DPdSP - DP)/DP.

A. Functional Verification

The functional verification of the proposed dual-mode

DPdSP division architecture is carried out using 5-

millions random test cases for each of the normal-

normal, normal-subnormal, subnormal-normal and subnormal-

subnormal operands combination, along with the other excep-

tional case verification, for both DP and dual-SP mode. It

produces a maximum of 1-ULP (unit at last place) precision

loss. It is compared against the fully IEEE compliant digit-

recurrence method with round-to-nearest rounding method.

The method used for the mantissa division in proposed archi-

tecture is able to produce faithful rounded result [5]. Faithful

rounding result is suitable for a large set of applications.

Rounding methods in multiplicative-based division methods

(Newton-Raphson, Goldschmidt, Series-Expansion) is itself a

key research area, and [2], [21] contains a rich information

on different methods used for this. Accordingly, the correctly

rounded result in proposed architecture can be obtained by

processing one more full multiplication [9], [2], as discussed

in Section III-C2.

B. Related Work and Comparisons

A comparison with prior art on dual-mode division archi-

tecture is shown in Table-IV. A technological independent

comparison is presented in terms of Gate-Count for area, FO4-

delay for timings, and latency and throughput in terms of

clock-cycle counts. Comparison is also made in term of a

unified metric, Area×Period (FO4)×T hroughput (in clock−
cycle), which should be smaller for a better design.

We have also included, in Table-IV, the synthesis results

of proposed architectures with “only normal” computation

support. This is achieved by removing the components related

to the Step-3 and Step-6 of Algorithm 1. Step-3 corresponds

to the pre-normalization of subnormal operands and it consists

of LOD and Dynamic-Left-Shifter in Fig. 1. Whereas Step-6

corresponds to post-normalization of any subnormal quotient

mantissa and it requires a dynamic right shifter. Thus, in this

architecture subnormals are treated as zero, both at the input

and output side. These changes will reduce the latency of

the architecture (with 2-stage multiplier) by two clock cycle,

as the first and third stages remain under single cycle pro-

cessing. However, in the architecture with 1-stage multiplier,

the latency will remains same for “only normal” support and

“with subnormal” computational support. Further, since the

throughput of proposed architectures depends of the mantissa

division FSM processing, it remains same for architecture with

“only normal” and “with subnormal” processing support.

Moreover, for a fair comparison, similar to [18], we have

also included the synthesis results of our proposed architec-

tures and [19] using TSMC 250nm based Standard cell ASIC

library implementation; with best achievable timing, constraint

of max-area set to zero, and global operating voltage of 2.5V.

In [18], Isseven et. al. has proposed an iterative dual-

mode DPdSP division architecture using Radix-4 SRT division

algorithm, a digit-recurrence method, and synthesized using

TSMC 250nm library. Their architecture has a throughput of

29 clock cycles for double precision, and 15 clock cycles

for single precision. Their architecture is designed only for

normal support and can not process sub-normal computations

and exceptional cases.
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TABLE IV: Comparison of DPdSP Division Architecture

[18] [19] Proposed (with 1-Stage Multiplier) Proposed (with 2-Stage Multiplier)

SubNormal × × ×
Tech. 250nm 90nm# 180nm 250nm 90nm 250nm 90nm 250nm 90nm 250nm 90nm 250nm 90nm

Gate Count1 212854 212854 163194 167999 118085 60231 66416 56041 62649 60842 68900 55537 60468

Area (in µm2) - 638562 2611098 6047994 354257 2168328 199249 2017485 187949 2190336 181406 1999344 206701

Period (FO4)2 31.4 31.4 437.5 432 422.2 45.92 38.22 45.6 37.11 26.24 21.78 26.08 21.78

Period (in ns) 3.92 1.413 39.38 54 19 5.74 1.72 5.7 1.67 3.28 0.98 3.26 0.98

Power (mW) - - 135.63 317.27 11.92 331.99 30.9 332.63 33.45 664.06 64.21 587.11 54.81

Power(mW)×Period(ns) - - 5341 17132.6 226.48 1905.62 53.15 1895.99 55.86 2178.12 62.93 1913.98 53.71

Throughput3 29/15 1/1 10/8 15/11

Area × Period ×
Throughput (106) 4 193.82 71.39 72.57 49.85 27.65 25.38 25.55 23.24 23.94 22.50 21.72 19.75

# Scaled at 90nm 1Based on minimum size inverter 21 FO4 (ns) ≈ (Tech. in µm) / 2 3in clock-cycles for DP/dSP 4Gate Count × Period (FO4) × Throughput

In comparison to the currently proposed DPdSP iterative

division architecture, Isseven et. al.’s dual-mode architecture

requires much larger area. The throughput of the proposed

DPdSP architectures for double precision processing (10 and

15 cycles for 1-stage and 2-stage, respectively) is better than

Isseven et. al.’s architecture throughput (29 cycles). For dual

single precision processing also, the throughput of Isseven

et. al. is larger than the proposed work. The unified metric

Area× Period (FO4)× T hroughput (in cycles) of the pro-

posed architecture is much better than the architecture of

Isseven et. al.’s architecture.

The previous single cycle implementation of a similar

multiplicative based dual-mode architecture presented in [19]

requires an area of 168K equivalent gates with a value of

72×106 for Area×Period (FO4)×T hroughput (in cycles).
Due to its single cycle implementation, this design is not

practical. Thus, in comparison to the architecture in [19], the

currently proposed architectures are better in terms of design

metrics and are practical in nature.

To the best of author’s knowledge, literature does not

contains any other dual-mode division architecture, which

can support DP with two parallel SP divisions. Thus, due to

limited literature of dual-mode DPdSP division architecture, a

discussion based on the methods used in some (only) double

precision (DP) implementation is provided here.

A FPGA based SRT digit-recurrence double precision di-

vision architecture is proposed by Hemmert et al. [22] with

62 cycles latency and 4100 slices. Thus, as also seen in

the case of Isseven et. al.’s DPdSP division work using

SRT method, this method needs a larger latency and area.

Also, performance of digit-recurrence method lacks behind

multiplicative methods [2].

Antelo et al. [23] has proposed a combination digit-

recurrence approximation and Newton-Raphson (NR) iteration

on a FPGA platform, and its implementation for double

precision requires an address space of 15-bit (approx 28

18k BRAMs on Xilinx FPGA), and an equivalent of 29

MULT18x18 IPs. Malik [24] has recently presented the sin-

gle precision division implementation of FPGA device using

Newton-Raphson and Goldschmidt methods. Pasca [9] has

proposed a combination of polynomial approximation and NR

method on an Altera Stratix V device, which usages roughly

1000 ALUTs (ALUTs on Stratix is computationally richer that

Xilinx LUTs) and an Xilinx equivalent of 4 BRAMs and 35

multiplier IPs. Wang et al. [25] has reported a 41-bit (10-

bit exp and 29-bit mantissa) floating point format division

architecture. It requires a large area with 62 BRAMs, and

reported to have precision loss. This method requires a huge

look-up table with address space of half size of operands, ie

227 for DP. Another DP division implementation presented

by Fang et al. [26] is based on an initial approximation with

Goldschmidt method. This method for DP division needs a

look-up table with address space of 214, and some multipliers.

A recent article appeared in [27] discussed a methodology

for single mode division, however, with in a restricted scope

of normalized operands and also without an actual implemen-

tation. All these discussed architectures are in fully unrolled

form. These methods for double precision division, require

large look-up tables (some are impractical), however, their

iterative implementation would require only one multiplier, as

in case of proposed architecture. Moreover, as these methods

are discussed only for single mode (or only) double precision

architecture, a thorough investigation is required on their

feasibility and suitability for dual-mode implementation. This

study is the part for our future endeavor on this research.

Some processing architectures also relies on the software

implementation of (single mode) division arithmetic using

FMA (fused multiply-add) instructions. Like, IA-64 [28] im-

plement it, first by computing an initial approximation of

reciprocal of divisor and then computing the quotient using a

sequence of FMA instructions. This approach is based on the

work [29]. In the similar scope, idea of current approach might

also be used as a technique using FMA. Like, in traditional

FMA division approach, the initial approximation of reciprocal

is taken as a seed for other computation, here, a−1
1 a2 would

act as a seed for all other computations to produce the

quotient, and thus, inherits the benefit of FMA. Though, this

description/idea is still half-baked, it may be an interesting

approach provided that FMA architecture incorporates the idea

of proposed dual-mode Modified Booth multiplier, and thus, it

will provide a dual-mode area-efficient functioning. Our future

work will focus on this subject in more details.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented two dual-mode iterative archi-

tectures for double precision floating point division arith-

metic. It can be dynamically configured for double precision

with dual single precision (DPdSP) floating point division

arithmetic. Two architectures with different pipeline levels,

3 and 6 stages architectures, comprised of 1-stage multiplier
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and with 2-stage multiplier, respectively, are proposed with

area, period and throughput trade-offs. The mantissa division

is based on the series expansion methodology of division

arithmetic. All the components are designed for efficient dual-

mode processing. A novel dual-mode Radix-4 Modified Booth

multiplier architecture is proposed with minimal overhead, for

the purpose of dual-mode mantissa processing. The entire data

path has been tuned to perform the dual mode computation

with minimal hardware overhead. The proposed dual-mode

iterative DPdSP architecture have ≈ 17%− 19% area and

≈ 3%− 5% period overhead over DP only architecture. The

proposed architecture outperforms the prior art on this in terms

of required area, period, throughput in cycles, and unified

metric Area×Period (FO4)×T hroughput (in cycles).
Based on the current proposed DPdSP division architecture,

similar architectures for dual-mode division can be formed us-

ing other multiplicative based methods (like Newton-Raphson,

Goldschmidt) of division. Our future work on this will be

targeting these architectures.
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